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SUPERCONNECTIONS AND A FINSLERIAN GAUSS-BONNET-CHERN
FORMULA
HUITAO FENG1 AND MING LI2
Abstract. In this paper, we obtain a Finslerian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula for an even
dimensional closed Finsler manifold (M,F ) by using a Mathai-Quillen type formula of Feng and
Zhang in [9] on the Euler characteristic. As an application, we will deduce a simple Finslerian
Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula for closed Berwald spaces. Moreover, by using the geometric
localization procedure, we also obtain a Bao-Chern type Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula for
closed Berwald spaces.
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Introduction
In the celebrated paper [5], S. S. Chern presented a simple and intrinsic proof of the following
famous Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula (also GBC-formula in short) for a closed and oriented
Riemannian manifold (M,gTM ) of dimension 2n:
(0.1) χ(M) =
(−1
2π
)n ∫
M
Pf(RTM ),
where the Pfaffian Pf(RTM ) is a well-defined 2n-form on M constructed from the curvature
RTM of the Levi-Civita connection ∇TM associated to the Riemannian metric gTM . With
1 Partially supported by NSFC (Grant No. 11221091, 11271062, 11571184).
2 Partially supported by NSFC (Grant No. 11501067, 11571184) and Visiting Scholar Program at CIM.
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respect to any oriented orthonormal (local) frame {e1, . . . , e2n} for TM ,
Pf(RTM ) =
1
2nn!
2n∑
a1,...,a2n=1
ǫa1,...,a2nΩ
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ωa2na2n−1 ,(0.2)
where
Ωba := g
TM (RTMea, eb).(0.3)
Chern’s formula (0.1) expresses the Euler characteristic χ(M) by the integration of the purely
geometric differential form Pf(RTM ) on M and initials the geometric theory of characteristic
classes–Chern-Weil theory, which plays a very important role in the study of modern geometry
and topology. The key point in Chern’s proof is his significant transgression formula(−1
2π
)n
π∗Pf(RTM ) = −dSMΠ
on the unit sphere bundle π : SM → M , where the transgression form Π lives on SM . Then
for any vector field X on M with the isolated zero set Z(X), let [X] denote the normalizing
of X on M \ Z(X). Also for any ǫ > 0, let Zǫ(X) denote the ǫ-neighborhood of the zero set
Z(X) in M , and set Mǫ = M \ Zǫ(X). By using the above transgression formula, Chern got
the following equality over Mǫ,(−1
2π
)n
Pf(RTM ) =
(−1
2π
)n
[X]∗π∗Pf(RTM ) = −[X]∗dSMΠ = −dM [X]∗Π.
With the help of the Poincare´-Hopf theorem and noticed that the tangent unit spheres of M
have the constant volume, Chern obtained his formula (0.1) by computing the following integral(−1
2π
)n ∫
M
Pf(RTM ) = lim
ǫ→0
∫
∂Zǫ(X)
[X]∗Π.
After Chern’s work, many people try to generalize Chern’s formula (0.1) to the Finsler set-
ting. Inspired by Chern’s work, Lichnerowicz [11] first established a GBC-formula for some
special Finsler manifolds by using the Cartan connection ∇Car on π∗TM . Realized that al-
most all Finsler geometric quantities live actually on the unit sphere bundle SM , Lichnerowicz
constructed an analogue differential 2n-form Pf(RCar) on SM and proved the following trans-
gression formula (−1
2π
)n
Pf(RCar) = −dSMΠCar
for some (2n−1)-form ΠCar on SM , where RCar denotes the curvature of the Cartan connection
on π∗TM . Following Chern’s strategy, Lichnerowicz also proceeded the computations(−1
2π
)n ∫
M
[X]∗Pf(RCar) :=
(−1
2π
)n
lim
ǫ→0
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗Pf(RCar) = lim
ǫ→0
∫
∂Zǫ(X)
[X]∗ΠCar.
To get the desired Euler number χ(M) from the above computations, Lichnerowicz had to
assume that the space (M,F ) should be a Cartan-Berwald space and all Finsler unit spheres
SxM = {Y ∈ TxM |F (Y ) = 1} should have the same volume as a Euclidean unit sphere. Note
that the later assumption holds automatically for all Cartan-Berwald spaces of dimension larger
than 2. Moreover, as mentioned by D. Bao and Z. Shen in [3] (also in [15]), when the Finsler
metric is reversible, then by a theorem of Brickell, any Cartan-Berwald space of dimension
larger than 2 must be Riemannian.
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Around fifty years later, Bao and Chern [1] dropped the assumption of the Cartan-Berwald
condition of Lichnerowicz by using the Chern connection ∇Ch proposed in [6] and established
the following GBC-formula for all 2n-dimensional oriented and closed Finsler manifolds with
the constant volume of Finsler unit spheres:
(0.4)
(−1
2π
)n ∫
M
[X]∗[Pf(R̂Ch) + F ] = χ(M)Vol(FinslerS
2n−1)
Vol(S2n−1)
by proving the under transgression formula(−1
2π
)n [
Pf(R̂Ch) + F
]
= −dSMΠCh,
where R̂Ch is the skew-symmetrization of the curvature RCh of the Chern connection ∇Ch with
respect to the fundamental tensor gF of F , Pf(R̂
Ch) is the Pfaffian of R̂Ch, F is a correction
term and ΠCh is the associated transgression form (cf. [1] for details).
Note that the constant volume condition in Bao-Chern’s formula (0.4) is a much strong
assumption for a Finsler manifold. To avoid this defect, following Bao-Chern’s approach,
Lackey [10] and Z. Shen [16] modified the GBC-integrand terms independently by using the
unit sphere volume function V (x) = Vol(SxM) and obtained some new types of GBC-formulae
via the Chern and Cartan connections respectively, for all oriented and closed Finsler manifolds.
In [18], Zhao also got a similar formula as Z. Shen’s one in [16] in a different way.
However, a striking difference from the Chern’s formula (0.1) for Riemannian manifolds, the
above-mentioned generalizations in the Finsler setting had to make use of an extra vector field
X on M in their GBC-integrands. As a result, all these GBC-formulae look not so intrinsic in
the spirit of Chern’s original formula (0.1). In [14], Y. Shen asked explicitly whether there is
a Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula for general Finsler manifolds without using any vector fields.
In this paper, by using a Mathai-Quillen type formula of Feng and Zhang on the Euler
characteristic in [9], we obtain a Finslerian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula. In particular, an
explicit GBC-type integrand on M , expressed in the integration along fibres of π : SM →M ,
is given.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we first introduce briefly the Mathai-
Quillen’s superconnection formalism (cf. [13, 12]) for reader’s convenience, and then recall the
Mathai-Quillen type formula of Feng and Zhang on the Euler characteristic and prove a slight
generalization of it. In Section 2, we work out the main results Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in
this paper. As an application, we investigate some special Finsler manifolds–Berwald spaces in
Section 3. By the special curvature property of Berwald spaces, our Finslerian GBC-formula
reduces to a simple and elegant form, and from which Chern’s GBC-formula is deduced easily.
Moreover, inspired by an idea from Weiping Zhang, we also obtain a Bao-Chern type GBC-
formulae for Berwald spaces by proceeding a geometric localization procedure.
Acknowledgments The authors thanks Professor Weiping Zhang for his generous for shar-
ing his ideas on this problem with us and the encouragement.
1. Superconnections and the Euler characteristic
We first review some basic definitions and notations on superspaces and superconnections
(cf. [13, 12] and also [4], [17], [19] for more details). Then we recall the Mathai-Quillen type
formula of Feng and Zhang on the Euler characteristic in [9] and prove a slight generalization
of it.
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1.1. Superspaces and superconnections. A super vector space E is a vector space with a
Z2-grading E = E+⊕E−. Let τE ∈ End(E) such that τE|E± = ±1. Then for any B ∈ End(E),
the supertrace trs[B] is defined by
trs[B] = tr[τEB].(1.1)
An element B in End(E) is even (resp. odd) if B(E±) ⊂ E± (resp. B(E±) ⊂ E∓) and the
degree |B| of B is defined to be 0/1 if B is even/odd. The bracket operation in End(E) for a
superspace E always refers to the superbracket
[B1, B2] = B1B2 − (−1)|B1||B2|B2B1,
for any B1, B2 ∈ End(E). One has
trs[B1, B2] = 0.(1.2)
As an example, for any vector space V of dimensionm, the exterior algebra Λ∗(V ∗) generated
by V is a superspace with the natural even/odd Z2-grading:
Λ∗(V ∗) = Λeven(V ∗)⊕ Λodd(V ∗).(1.3)
For any B ∈ End(V ), the lifting B♮ of B is a derivative acting on Λ∗(V ∗), that is, B♮ is linear,
and for any k and v∗,1, · · · , v∗,k ∈ V ∗,
B♮(v∗,1 ∧ · · · ∧ v∗,k) :=
∑
l
v∗,1 ∧ · · · ∧ (B∗v∗,l) ∧ · · · ∧ v∗,k,(1.4)
where (B∗v∗)(v) := −v∗(Bv) for any v ∈ V and v∗ ∈ V ∗.
Let {v1, · · · , vm} be any basis of V and let {v∗,1, · · · , v∗,m} be its dual basis for V ∗. Set
Bvi = B
j
i vj . Then
B♮ = −
∑
i,j
Bji v
∗,i ∧ ivj ,(1.5)
where iv is the interior multiplication on Λ
∗(V ∗) induced by v ∈ V . One verifies easily that
trs[v
∗,1 ∧ iv1 · · · v∗,m ∧ ivm ] = (−1)m,
trs[v
∗,i1 ∧ · · · v∗,ik ∧ ivj1 · · · ivjl ] = 0,
(1.6)
for any 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ m and 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jl ≤ m with 0 ≤ k + l < 2m.
Given a Euclidean metric gV on V . For any v ∈ V , let v∗ be the metric dual of v, and set
c(v) = v∗ ∧ −iv, cˆ(v) = v∗ ∧+iv.(1.7)
The for any u, v ∈ V , one has
c(u)c(v) + c(v)c(u) = −2gV (u, v),(1.8)
cˆ(u)cˆ(v) + cˆ(v)cˆ(u) = 2gV (u, v),
c(u)cˆ(v) = −cˆ(v)c(u).
Also from (1.6) and (1.7), one gets for any orthonormal basis {v1, · · · , vm} of V ,
trs[cˆ(v1)c(v1) · · · cˆ(vm)c(vm)] = 2m,
trs[cˆ(vi1) · · · cˆ(vik)c(vj1) · · · c(vjl)] = 0,
(1.9)
for any 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ m and 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jl ≤ m with 0 ≤ k + l < 2m.
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A super vector bundle E = E+ ⊕ E− over a smooth manifold M is a vector bundle with
fibres of super vector spaces. Let Ω∗(M,E) = Γ(Λ∗(T ∗M)⊗ˆE), which is, in general, an infinite
dimensional super vector space with the natural total Z2-grading. A superconnection A on E
is an odd-parity first-order differential operator
A : Ω±(M,E)→ Ω∓(M,E)
verifying the following Leibniz rule: for any ω ∈ Ωk(M), s ∈ Ω∗(M,E),
A(ω ∧ s) = dω ∧ s+ (−1)kω ∧As.(1.10)
The following two simple identities are crucial in the Chern-Weil theory related to the Mathai-
Quillen’s superconnection formalism:
[A,A2] = 0, trs[A, B] = dtrs[B](1.11)
for any superconnection A on E and any B ∈ Ω∗(M,End(E)).
1.2. A Mathai-Quillen type formula on the Euler characteristic. For an oriented and
closed manifold M of dimension 2n, different from the Chern’s construction of the Pfaffian
Pf(RTM ) from a metric-preserving connection on the tangent bundle π : TM →M , Feng and
Zhang in [9] expressed the Euler number χ(M) through the integral over TM of an integrable
top-form on TM constructed from any connection ∇ on TM by applying the Mathai-Quillen’s
geometric construction of the Thom class (cf. [12]) to the exterior algebra bundle π∗Λ∗(T ∗M).
Let ∇TM be any connection on TM . Then it induces a connection ∇Λ∗(T ∗M) on the exterior
algebra bundle Λ∗(T ∗M), which preserves the even/odd Z2-grading in Λ
∗(T ∗M). Let Yˆ denote
the tautological section of the pull-back bundle π∗TM :
Yˆ (x, Y ) := Y ∈ (π∗TM)|(x,Y ),(1.12)
where (x, Y ) ∈ TM with x ∈M and Y ∈ TxM . For any given Euclidean metric gTM on TM ,
let Yˆ ∗ denote the dual of Yˆ with respect to the pull-back metric π∗gTM on π∗TM . Then the
Clifford action c(Yˆ ) = Yˆ ∗ ∧ −iYˆ acts on π∗Λ∗(T ∗M) and exchanges the even/odd grading in
π∗Λ∗(T ∗M). Moreover,
c(Yˆ )2 = −|Yˆ |2π∗gTM .(1.13)
For any T > 0, Feng and Zhang in [9] used the superconnection
AT = π
∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) + Tc(Yˆ )(1.14)
on the bundle π∗Λ∗(T ∗M) and proved the following Mathai-Quillen type formula on the Euler
number χ(M):
χ(M) =
(
1
2π
)2n ∫
TM
trs[exp(A
2
T )].(1.15)
A key point in the formula (1.15) is that the connection ∇TM on TM needn’t preserve the
metric gTM used to define the Clifford action c(Yˆ ).
For the purpose of this paper, we need to generalize the formula (1.15) slightly. Actually,
one can choose any connection ∇ and any Euclidean metric g on the pull-back bundle π∗TM
to define a superconnection on π∗Λ∗(T ∗M) ≡ Λ∗(π∗T ∗M): let ∇Λ∗(π∗T ∗M) denote the lifting
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of the connection ∇ on Λ∗(π∗T ∗M); let Yˆ ∗g denote the dual of Yˆ with respect to the metric g
and set cg(Yˆ ) = Yˆ
∗
g ∧ −iYˆ ; then for any T > 0,
A˜T = ∇Λ∗(π∗T ∗M) + Tcg(Yˆ )(1.16)
is also a superconnection on π∗Λ∗(T ∗M). Moreover, by using (1.15) and a transgression argu-
ment, one can prove the following slight generalization of (1.15) easily.
Lemma 1. Let M be a closed and oriented manifold of dimension 2n. Then for any connection
∇ and any Euclidean metric g on π∗TM , if the curvature R = ∇2 is bounded along fibres of
TM , then the following formula holds for any T > 0:
χ(M) =
(
1
2π
)2n ∫
TM
trs[exp(A˜
2
T )].(1.17)
Proof. Here we would like to give a direct proof of (1.17).
We first check the formula (1.17) for g = π∗gTM and ∇ = π∗∇TM , where ∇TM is the
Levi-Civita connection on TM associated to the Riemannian metric gTM on M . Let ∇Λ∗(T ∗M)
denote the lifting of ∇TM on the exterior algebra bundle Λ∗(T ∗M) and let RΛ∗(T ∗M) be its
curvature. So the superconnection defined by (1.16) becomes
AT = π
∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) + Tc(Yˆ ),(1.18)
and
A2T =
(
π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) + Tc(Yˆ )
)2
= π∗RΛ
∗(T ∗M) + Tc
(
π∗∇TM Yˆ
)
− T 2|Y |2.(1.19)
Let {e1, . . . , e2n} be a local oriented orthonormal frame for TM and let {e∗,1, . . . , e∗,2n} denote
the dual frame for T ∗M . Then by (0.3) and (1.7), one has
π∗RΛ
∗(T ∗M) = −
∑
a,b
(π∗Ωab )e
∗,b ∧ iea = −
1
4
∑
a,b
(π∗Ωab )(cˆ(eb) + c(eb))(cˆ(ea)− c(ea)).(1.20)
We now compute trs
[
exp(A2T )
]
fiberwisely. For the simplicity of computations, we choose a lo-
cal oriented orthonormal frame field {e1, . . . , e2n} around each x ∈M such that (∇TMea)(x) =
0, a = 1, · · · , 2n. Moreover, we write Y =∑a yaea around x. Then from (1.19), (1.20), (1.8),
(1.9), (0.2) and the degree counting of differential forms, we have∫
TxM
trs
[
exp(A2T )
]
=
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Y |2trs
[
exp
(
π∗RΛ
∗(T ∗M) + Tc(π∗∇TM Yˆ )
)]
=
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Y |2trs
[
exp
(
−1
4
π∗Ωab (x)(cˆ(eb) + c(eb))(cˆ(ea)− c(ea)) + Tdyac(ea)
)]
=
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Y |2trs
[
exp
(
−1
4
π∗Ωab (x)cˆ(eb)cˆ(ea)
)
exp (Tdyac(ea))
]
=
∫
TxM
(−1)n
2n
e−T
2|Y |2trs
 1
2nn!
∑
a,b
π∗Ωab (x)cˆ(eb)cˆ(ea)
n 2n∏
a=1
(1 + Tdyac(ea))

=
∫
TxM
(−1)nT 2n
2n
e−T
2|Y |2trs
[
π∗Pf(RTM )(x)cˆ(e1) · · · cˆ(e2n)
2n∏
a=1
dyac(ea)
]
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=
(−1
2
)n∫
TxM
T 2ne−T
2|Y |2π∗Pf(RTM )(x)∧dy1∧· · ·∧dy2ntrs [cˆ(e1)c(e1) · · · cˆ(e2n)c(e2n)]
= (−2)nPf(RTM )(x)
∫
R2n
T 2ne−T
2
∑
a(y
a)2dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dy2n = (−2π)nPf(RTM)(x).
Therefore, by Chern’s formula (0.1), the formula (1.17) holds in the current case.
Now we prove the formula (1.17) for any metric g and any connection ∇ on the pull-back
bundle π∗TM with the bounded curvature R = ∇2 along fibres of TM . For any T > 0 and
t ∈ [0, 1], set
ωT = A˜T −AT = ∇Λ∗(π∗T ∗M) − π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) + T (Yˆ ∗g − Yˆ ∗)∧,(1.21)
AT,t = tA˜T + (1− t)AT = π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) + tωT + Tc(Yˆ ),(1.22)
where the superconnections A˜T and AT are defined by (1.16) and (1.18), respectively. Moreover,
A2T,t =
(
π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M)
)2
+
(
[π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M), tωT + Tc(Yˆ )] + tT [ωT , c(Yˆ )] + t2ω2T
)
− T 2|Yˆ |2g.
(1.23)
We have by using (1.11)
d
dt
trs
[
exp(A2T,t)
]
= trs
[
(
d
dt
A2T,t) exp(A
2
T,t)
]
=trs
[[
AT,t,
d
dt
AT,t
]
exp(A2T,t)
]
= trs
[[
AT,t, ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]]
=dTM trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
.
Therefore,
trs
[
exp(A˜2T )
]
− trs
[
exp(A2T )
]
=
∫ 1
0
d
dt
trs
[
exp(A2T,t)
]
dt
=
∫ 1
0
dTM trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
dt = dTM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
dt.
From (1.21) and (1.22) and the curvature R = ∇2 is bounded along fibres of TM , one verifies
easily from (1.23) that trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
is exponentially decay along fibres of π : TM →M ,
and so
∫
TM/M
∫ 1
0 trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
dt is a well-defined differential form on M . Therefore, we
have ∫
TM
trs
[
exp(A˜2T )
]
−
∫
TM
trs
[
exp(A2T )
]
=
∫
TM
dTM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
dt
=
∫
M
∫
TM/M
dTM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
dt =
∫
M
dM
∫
TM/M
∫ 1
0
trs
[
ωT exp(A
2
T,t)
]
dt
=0,
and from which the lemma follows. 
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2. A Finslerian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula
In this section, after a brief review of some basic definitions and notations of Finsler geometry
used in this paper (cf. [2], [8] for more details), we will give a Finslerian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern
formula for a closed and oriented Finsler manifold (M,F ) of dimension 2n by Lemma 1. In
particular, we get a well-defined GBC-type integrand on M through the integration along the
fibers.
2.1. A brief review of Finsler geometry. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension m.
For any local coordinate chart (U ; (x1, . . . , xm)) onM , let (π−1(U); (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , ym)) be
the induced local coordinate chart on the total space TM of the tangent bundle π : TM →M .
Let O denote the zero section of TM and set TMo = TM \O.
To distinguish elements in π∗Λ∗(T ∗M) and π∗TM from Λ∗(T ∗M) and TM , we will decorate
the elements in π∗Λ∗(T ∗M) and π∗TM with a ·ˆ notation for clarity. We will also use the
summation convention of Einstein in computations to simplify the notations.
A Finsler metric F on M is a non-negative smooth function on TMo satisfying that the
positively homogeneity F (x, λY ) = λF (x, Y ) for any λ > 0 and the induced fundamental
tensor
gF =
1
2
[F 2]yiyjdxˆ
i ⊗ dxˆj
defines a Euclidean structure on the pull-back bundle π∗TM → TMo. Set
Gi =
1
4
gil
{
[F 2]xkyly
k − [F 2]xl
}
, N ij =
∂Gi
∂yj
,
and define
δ
δxi
=
∂
∂xi
−N ji
∂
∂yj
, δyi = dyi +N ijdx
j .
Let ∇Ch denote the Chern connection on the pull-back bundle π∗TM → TMo. With respect
to the pull-back frame { ∂
∂xˆi
} for π∗TM , set
∇Ch ∂
∂xˆj
= ̟ij ⊗
∂
∂xˆi
.(2.1)
It is well-known that ̟ := (̟ij) is determined uniquely by the following structure equations:
0 = dxj ∧̟ij;
dgij = gik̟
k
j + gjk̟
k
i + 2Aijk
δyk
F
,
(2.2)
where Aijk =
F
4 [F
2]yiyjyk is the Cartan tensor. The first and the second equation of (2.2)
are often refereed as the torsion-free and the almost metric-preserving conditions of the Chern
connection, respectively. A direct consequence of the torsion free condition is that ̟ij are
horizontal one forms on TMo, which can be written as:
(2.3) ̟ij = Γ
i
jkdx
k, and Γijk = Γ
i
kj.
Furthermore, one has ykΓijk = N
i
j and then
(2.4) δyi = dyi + yk̟ik.
One the other hand, the almost metric-preserving condition implies that
(2.5) ∇Ch,∗(Yˆ ∗gF ) = (∇ChYˆ )∗gF ,
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where ∇Ch,∗ is the dual connection on π∗T ∗M of the Chern connection.
Let RCh = (∇Ch)2 be the curvature of the Chern connection ∇Ch, which is an End(π∗TM)-
valued two-form on TMo. By the torsion-freeness of the Chern connection, R
Ch is divided into
two parts
RCh = R+ P,
where R is called the Chern-Riemann curvature of ∇Ch, which is an End(π∗TM)-valued hori-
zontal two-form on TMo, and P is called the Chern-Minkowski curvature of ∇Ch, which is an
End(π∗TM)-valued horizontal-vertical two-form on TMo. Set
R
∂
∂xˆj
= Rij ⊗
∂
∂xˆi
, P
∂
∂xˆj
= P ij ⊗
∂
∂xˆi
.(2.6)
By (2.3), a direct computation shows that (cf. (3.2.2), (3.3.3) in [2])
(2.7) P ij = P
i
j kldx
k ∧ δy
l
F
= −dxk ∧
(
∂Γijk
∂yl
δyl
)
.
Sometimes, it is more convenient to use the special gF -orthonormal local frame {e1, · · · , e2n}
of π∗TM , which is orthonormal with respect to gF and satisfies e2n = Ŷ /F .
Set
∇Chea = ωba ⊗ eb, RChea = Ωba ⊗ eb = (Rba + P ba)⊗ eb.(2.8)
Let R̂Ch be the skew-symmetrization of RCh with respect to gF , then
(2.9) R̂Chea =
∑
b
1
2
(Ωba − Ωab )⊗ eb =: Ω̂ba ⊗ eb.
The Pfaffian Pf(R̂Ch) of R̂Ch is given by
Pf(R̂Ch) =
1
2nn!
2n∑
a1,...,a2n=1
ǫa1,...,a2nΩ̂
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ω̂a2na2n−1
=
1
2nn!
2n∑
a1,...,a2n=1
ǫa1,...,a2nΩ
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ωa2na2n−1 .
(2.10)
Noticed that the Finsler metric F on TMo is homogeneous of degree one, all the geometric
data, such as ∇Ch, RCh, R and P , can be reduced naturally onto SM . In this paper, we will
use the same notations to denote their reductions on SM .
2.2. A Finslerian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula. Set for any r > 0,
DrM = {Y ∈ TM |F (Y ) ≤ r}.
Let ρ be a non-negative smooth function on TM with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and ρ(Y ) ≡ 1 for F (Y ) ≤ 1/4
and ρ(Y ) ≡ 0 for F (Y ) ≥ 1/2.
For any connection ∇ on π : TM →M , we get an extension of the Chern connection:
∇˜ρ = (1− ρ)∇Ch + ρπ∗∇(2.11)
on π∗TM over the total space TM . Clearly, the curvature (∇˜ρ)2 is bounded along the fibres
of TM . Let ∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ denote the induced connection on Λ∗(π∗T ∗M) of ∇˜ρ.
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Let g˜F be any Euclidean metric on π
∗TM → TM with g˜F = gF over TM \D1/2(M). Now
we prove the following Finslerian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula by Lemma 1 for the metric g˜F
and the connection ∇˜ρ over TM .
Theorem 1. Let (M,F ) be a closed and oriented Finsler manifold of dimension 2n. Then for
any connection ∇ on π : TM →M , one has
χ(M) =
1
(2π)2n(2n)!
{
n∑
k=1
C2k2n
∫
SM
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2k−1(R♮)k(P ♮)2n−2k
]
+
∫
SM
trs
[
θ♮
(
P ♮
)2n−1]}
,
(2.12)
where e = Yˆ |SM and R♮, P ♮, θ♮ are the natural lifting of R, P , θ respectively on Λ∗(π∗T ∗M),
and θ is defined by θ := ∇Ch − π∗∇. In particular, the formula (2.12) is independent of the
choice of the connection ∇ on TM .
Proof. For any T > 0, similar to (1.16), we define the following superconnection
A˜ρ,T = ∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ ).(2.13)
Noticed that the curvature (∇˜ρ)2 is bounded along the fibres of TM , we get by (1.17)
χ(M) =
(
1
2π
)2n ∫
TM
trs[exp(A˜
2
ρ,T )].(2.14)
Since exp(A˜2ρ,T ) is exponentially decay along fibres of TM and χ(M) does not depend on T > 0,
we get
χ(M) = lim
T→+∞
(
1
2π
)2n ∫
TM
trs
[
exp(A˜2ρ,T )
]
= lim
T→+∞
(
1
2π
)2n ∫
D1M
trs
[
exp(A˜2ρ,T )
]
.(2.15)
Note that for any connection ∇ on TM , the curvature (π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2 of the connection
π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) involves no vertical differential forms on TM , where ∇Λ∗(T ∗M) is the lifting of
∇ on Λ∗(T ∗M), we have ∫
D1M
trs
[
exp((π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2)
]
= 0.
Therefore, we have∫
D1M
trs
[
exp(A˜2ρ,T )
]
=
∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp(A˜2ρ,T )
]
− trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
])
+
∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
]
− trs
[
exp((π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2)
])
.
(2.16)
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For the first term on the right hand side of (2.16), we have∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp(A˜2ρ,T )
]
− trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
])
(2.17)
=
∫
D1M
∫ 1
0
∂
∂t
trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + tT cg˜F (Yˆ ))2)
]
dt
=
∫
D1M
∫ 1
0
dTM trs
[
Tcg˜F (Yˆ ) exp((∇˜Λ
∗(π∗T ∗M)
ρ + tT cg˜F (Yˆ ))
2)
]
dt
=
∫
D1M
dTM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
Tcg˜F (Yˆ ) exp((∇˜Λ
∗(π∗T ∗M)
ρ + tT cg˜F (Yˆ ))
2)
]
dt
=
∫
SM
i∗
∫ 1
0
trs
[
Tcg˜F (Yˆ ) exp((∇˜Λ
∗(π∗T ∗M)
ρ + tT cg˜F (Yˆ ))
2)
]
dt
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
Tc(e) exp((∇Ch,♮ + tT c(e))2)
]
dt
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
e−t
2T 2trs
[
Tc(e) exp(RCh,♮ + tT
[
∇Ch,♮, c(e)
]
)
]
dt
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
e−t
2T 2trs
[
Tc(e) exp
(
RCh,♮ + tT c(∇Che)
)]
dt,
where i : SM →֒ TM denotes the natural embedding of the unit sphere bundle SM into TM ,
and ∇Ch,♮ is the lifting of ∇Ch on Λ∗(π∗T ∗M) and RCh,♮ = (∇Ch,♮)2 = R♮ + P ♮, and the last
equality in (2.17) comes from (2.5).
Now noticed that the term RCh,♮ is a two-form with two Clifford elements and the term
c(∇Che) is a one-form with one Clifford element, hence by the property (1.6) or (1.9) of the
supertrace and a degree counting, we get from (2.17) that
lim
T→+∞
∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp(A˜2ρ,T )
]
− trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
])
(2.18)
= lim
T→+∞
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
e−t
2T 2trs
[
Tc(e) exp
(
RCh,♮ + tT c(∇Che)
)]
dt,
= lim
T→+∞
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
e−t
2T 2trs
[
Tc(e) exp(tT c(∇Che)) exp(RCh,♮)
]
dt,
=
n∑
k=1
1
(2k − 1)!
∫
SM
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che))2k−1 exp(RCh,♮)
]
· lim
T→+∞
∫ 1
0
e−t
2T 2T 2kt2k−1dt,
=
n∑
k=1
(k − 1)!
2(2k − 1)!k!(2n − 2k)!
∫
SM
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2k−1(R♮)k(P ♮)2n−2k
]
=
n∑
k=1
C2k2n
(2n)!
∫
SM
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2k−1(R♮)k(P ♮)2n−2k
]
.
For the second term on the right hand side of (2.16), by setting
θρ = ∇˜ρ − π∗∇,
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we have ∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
]
− trs
[
exp((π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2)
])
(2.19)
=
∫
D1M
∫ 1
0
∂
∂t
trs
[
exp
(
(∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ − (1− t)θ♮ρ)2
)]
dt
=
∫
D1M
dTM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ρ exp
(
(∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ − (1− t)θ♮ρ)2
)]
dt
=
∫
SM
i∗
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ρ exp
(
(∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ − (1− t)θ♮ρ)2
)]
dt
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ exp
(
RCh,♮ − (1− t)[∇Ch,♮, θ♮] + (1− t)2θ♮ ∧ θ♮
)]
dt.
Note that
[∇Ch,♮, θ♮] =[∇Ch,♮ − π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M), θ♮] + [π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M),∇Ch,♮ − π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M)]
=[θ♮, θ♮]− [π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M), π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M)] + [π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M),∇Ch,♮]
=2θ♮ ∧ θ♮ − 2
(
π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M)
)2
+ [π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M) −∇Ch,♮,∇Ch,♮] + [∇Ch,♮,∇Ch,♮]
=2θ♮ ∧ θ♮ − 2
(
π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M)
)2
− [∇Ch,♮, θ♮] + 2RCh,♮,
and so
[∇Ch,♮, θ♮] = θ♮ ∧ θ♮ −
(
π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M)
)2
+RCh,♮.(2.20)
Combining (2.19) and (2.20), we get∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
]
− trs
[
exp((π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2)
])
(2.21)
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ exp
(
RCh,♮+(1− t)
(
(π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2 −RCh,♮ − θ♮ ∧ θ♮
)
+(1− t)2θ♮ ∧ θ♮
)]
dt
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ exp
(
tRCh,♮+(1− t)(π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2 − t(1− t)θ♮ ∧ θ♮
)]
dt
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ exp
(
tP ♮+tR♮+(1− t)(π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2 − t(1− t)θ♮ ∧ θ♮
)]
dt.
By (2.3), the term θ♮ is an End(Λ∗(π∗T ∗M))-valued horizontal one form, and so
tR♮ + (1 − t)(π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2 − t(1− t)θ♮ ∧ θ♮
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is an End(Λ∗(π∗T ∗M))-valued horizontal two form. Hence from (2.21), we get∫
D1M
(
trs
[
exp((∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ )2)
]
− trs
[
exp((π∗∇Λ∗(T ∗M))2)
])
(2.22)
=
∫
SM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
θ♮ exp
(
tP ♮
)]
dt
=
∫
SM
1
(2n − 1)!
∫ 1
0
t2n−1dt trs
[
θ♮(P ♮)2n−1
]
=
1
(2n)!
∫
SM
trs
[
θ♮
(
P ♮
)2n−1]
.
By (2.15), (2.18) and (2.22), we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. The Chern connection is essential to get the formula (2.12), in which the first term
follows from the almost metric-preserving property, while the second term from the torsion-
freeness. Also note that formula (2.12) is independent of the choice of the connection ∇ on
TM , we can replace ∇ by the Levi-Civita connection of a fixed average Riemannian metric of
a Finsler manifold to get a more intrinsic integrand.
In the following, by using the induced homogeneous coordinate charts (xi, yi) on SM , we
will workout a local version of the formula (2.12). More precisely, we will give an explicit
GBC- integrand on M through the integration along the fibers, in which no information of the
pull-back connection ∇ are involved.
Now we first compute the term trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2k−1(R♮)k(P ♮)2n−2k], for k = 1, . . . , n.
From (2.1), (2.6) and (1.5), with respect to the pull-back frame { ∂
∂xˆj
} of π∗TM , we have
̟♮ = −̟ji dxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
, R♮ = −Rjidxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
, P ♮ = −P ji dxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
.(2.23)
We have also
c(e) = ω ∧ −ie = Fyjdxˆj ∧ −
yi
F
i ∂
∂xˆi
,(2.24)
where ω = e∗ = Fyidx
i is the Hilbert form on SM . Denote that
(
∇Che
)i
:=
δyi
F
− y
i
F
d log F, (∇Ch,∗ω)i := gik
(
δyk
F
− y
k
F
d log F
)
,(2.25)
Υji := (∇Ch,∗ω)i
(
∇Che
)j
, Ξji :=
(
Fyi(∇Che)j −
yj
F
(∇Ch,∗ω)i
)
.(2.26)
By (2.5), we have
c
(
∇Che
)
=(∇Che)∗ ∧ −i∇Che = (∇Ch,∗ω) ∧ −i∇Che
=(∇Ch,∗ω)jdxˆj ∧ −(∇Che)ii ∂
∂xˆi
.
(2.27)
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From (2.23)–(2.27), we get
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2k−1(R♮)k(P ♮)2n−2k
]
= trs
[
(R♮)k(P ♮)2n−2kc(∇Che)2k−1c(e)
](2.28)
=trs
[(
−Rjidxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
)k (
−P ji dxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
)2n−2k (
(∇Ch,∗ω)jdxˆj ∧ −(∇Che)ii ∂
∂xˆi
)2k−2
(
(∇Ch,∗ω)pdxˆp ∧ −(∇Che)qi ∂
∂xˆq
)(
Fyldxˆ
l ∧ −y
r
F
i ∂
∂xˆr
)]
=(−1)ktrs
[(
Rj1i1 · · ·R
jk
ik
dxˆi1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj1
· · · dxˆik ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
jk
)(
P t1s1 · · ·P
t2n−2k
s2n−2k dxˆ
s1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆt1
· · · dxˆs2n−2k ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
t2n−2k
)
· Ck−12k−2
(
(∇Ch,∗ω)p1(∇Che)q1 · · · (∇Ch,∗ω)pk−1(∇Che)qk−1
· dxˆp1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆq1
· · · dxˆpk−1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
qk−1
)(
Fyl(∇Che)qdxˆl ∧ i ∂
∂xˆq
− y
r
F
(∇Ch,∗ω)pdxˆp ∧ i ∂
∂xˆr
)]
=(−1)kCk−12k−2trs
[(
Rj1i1 · · ·R
jk
ik
dxˆi1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj1
· · · dxˆik ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
jk
)(
P t1s1 · · ·P
t2n−2k
s2n−2k dxˆ
s1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆt1
· · · dxˆs2n−2k ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
t2n−2k
)(
Υq1p1 · · ·Υ
qk−1
pk−1dxˆ
p1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆq1
· · · dxˆpk−1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
qk−1
)(
Ξrl dxˆ
l ∧ i ∂
∂xˆr
)
=(−1)kCk−12k−2trs
[
Rj1i1 · · ·R
jk
ik
P t1s1 · · ·P
t2n−2k
s2n−2kΥ
q1
p1 · · ·Υ
qk−1
pk−1Ξ
r
l dxˆ
i1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj1
· · · dxˆik ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
jk
dxˆs1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆt1
· · · dxˆs2n−2k ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
t2n−2k
dxˆp1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆq1
· · · dxˆpk−1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
qk−1
dxˆl ∧ i ∂
∂xˆr
]
=(−1)kCk−12k−2Rj1i1 · · ·R
jk
ik
P
jk+1
ik+1
· · ·P j2n−ki2n−k Υ
j2n−k+1
i2n−k+1
· · ·Υj2n−1i2n−1Ξ
j2n
i2n
trs
[
dxˆi1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj1
· · · dxˆi2n ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj2n
]
=(−1)kCk−12k−2δi1...i2nj1...j2nR
j1
i1
· · ·RjkikP
jk+1
ik+1
· · ·P j2n−ki2n−k Υ
j2n−k+1
i2n−k+1
· · ·Υj2n−1i2n−1Ξ
j2n
i2n
.
Now we compute the second term trs
[
θ♮
(
P ♮
)2n−1]
in (2.12). Recall that θ is defined by
θ = ∇Ch− π∗∇ in Theorem 1. Let ϑ = (ϑji ) be the connection matrix of ∇ with respect to the
frame { ∂
∂xˆi
}. Then we get
θ♮ = −
(
̟ji − π∗ϑji
)
dxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
.
Using (1.6), we get
trs
[
θ♮
(
P ♮
)2n−1]
= trs
[
−
(
̟ji − π∗ϑji
)
dxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
(
−P lkdxˆk ∧ i ∂
∂xˆl
)2n−1]
(2.29)
=P j1i1 · · ·P
j2n−1
i2n−1
(
̟j2ni2n − π∗ϑ
j2n
i2n
)
trs
[
dxˆi1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj1
· · · dxˆi2n ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj2n
]
=δi1...i2nj1...j2nP
j1
i1
· · ·P j2n−1i2n−1
(
̟j2ni2n − π∗ϑ
j2n
i2n
)
.
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Furthermore, by using (2.7), we get∫
SM/M
P j1i1 · · ·P
j2n−1
i2n−1
(π∗ϑj2ni2n ) = ϑ
j2n
i2n
∫
SM/M
P j1i1 · · ·P
j2n−1
i2n−1
= 0.(2.30)
So combining (2.29) and (2.30), we have∫
SM/M
trs
[
θ♮
(
P ♮
)2n−1]
=
∫
SM/M
δi1...i2nj1...j2nP
j1
i1
· · ·P j2n−1i2n−1 ̟
j2n
i2n
.(2.31)
Finally, from Theorem 1, (2.28) and (2.31), we get the following local version of the Finslerian
Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula (2.12).
Theorem 2. Let (M,F ) be a closed and oriented Finsler manifold of dimension 2n. Let
RCh = R + P be the curvature of the Chern connection ∇Ch on the pull-back bundle π∗TM
over SM . Then in the induced homogeneous coordinate charts (xi, yi) on SM , one has
χ(M) =
1
(2π)2n(2n)!
{
n∑
k=1
(−1)kC2k2nCk−12k−2
∫
SM
δi1...i2nj1...j2nR
j1
i1
· · ·RjkikP
jk+1
ik+1
· · ·P j2n−ki2n−k
·Υj2n−k+1i2n−k+1 · · ·Υ
j2n−1
i2n−1
Ξj2ni2n +
∫
M
∫
SM/M
δi1...i2nj1...j2nP
j1
i1
· · ·P j2n−1i2n−1 ̟
j2n
i2n
}
,
(2.32)
where ̟ji , R
j
i , P
j
i , Υ
j
i and Ξ
j
i are defined by (2.3), (2.6), (2.26), respectively.
Remark 2. Note that the terms
δi1...i2nj1...j2nR
j1
i1
· · ·RjkikP
jk+1
ik+1
· · ·P j2n−ki2n−k Υ
j2n−k+1
i2n−k+1
· · ·Υj2n−1i2n−1Ξ
j2n
i2n
are globally defined differential forms on SM , while the term δi1...i2nj1...j2nP
j1
i1
· · ·P j2n−1i2n−1 ̟
j2n
i2n
is not.
However, the vertical exactness property (2.7) of the Chern-Minkowski curvature P guarantees
that the following integral along fibres∫
SM/M
δi1...i2nj1...j2nP
j1
i1
· · ·P j2n−1i2n−1 ̟
j2n
i2n
is a well-defined global differential form on M .
As an example of Theorem 2, we will give an explicit GBC-formula for a closed and oriented
Finsler surface (M,F ). Note that in the induced homogeneous coordinate charts (xi, yi) on
SM , we get from (2.32)
χ(M) =
1
8π2
{
−
∫
SM
δi1i2j1j2R
j1
i1
Ξj2i2 +
∫
M
∫
SM/M
δi1i2j1j2P
j1
i1
̟j2i2
}
.(2.33)
For further investigation, it is more convenience to rewrite (2.33) with respect to the following
special gF -orthonormal oriented frame {e1, e2}, where
e1 :=
Fy2√
g
∂
∂xˆ1
− Fy1√
g
∂
∂xˆ2
, e2 :=
y1
F
∂
∂xˆ1
+
y2
F
∂
∂xˆ2
.
In this case, the dual frame {ω1, ω2} is given by
ω1 =
√
g
F
y2dxˆ1 −
√
g
F
y1dxˆ2, ω2 = Fy1dxˆ
1 + Fy2dxˆ
2.
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Set
ω3 := ω12 = −ω21 =
√
g
F
(
y2
δy1
F
− y1 δy
2
F
)
.
Then under the special gF -orthonormal frame above, the Chern curvature forms are
(RCh)ba = R
b
a + P
b
a = R
b
a 12ω
1ω2 + P ba 11ω
1ω3 + P ba 21ω
2ω3.
One now verifies by (2.33) the following corollary easily.
Corollary 1. For any closed and oriented Finsler surfaces (M,F ), we have
χ(M) =
1
(2π)2
{∫
SM
R 21 12ω
1ω2ω3 −
∫
M
∫
SM/M
1
F 3
(
G1y
1 +G2y
2
)
P 11 11ω
1ω2ω3
+
∫
M
∫
SM/M
[
Fy2√
g
(
(logF )x1 −
1
F 2
G1
)
− Fy1√
g
(
(logF )x2 −
1
F 2
G2
)]
P 12 11ω
1ω2ω3
}
,
(2.34)
where Gi :=
1
4
(
yj[F 2]yixj − [F 2]xi
)
.
When the surface (M,F ) in Corollary 1 is a Landsberg space, that is, P 12 11 = 0, we get
χ(M) =
1
(2π)2
{∫
SM
R 21 12ω
1ω2ω3 −
∫
M
∫
SM/M
1
F 3
(
G1y
1 +G2y
2
)
P 11 11ω
1ω2ω3
}
.(2.35)
On the other hand, for closed and oriented Landsberg surfaces, Bao and Chern [1] obtained
that ∫
M
−R 21 12ω1ω2 = χ(M)Vol(FinslerS1).(2.36)
Note that for a Landsberg surface, the volume function
(2.37)
∫
SM/M
−ω3 = Vol(FinslerS1)
is constant. Moreover, due to an observation of Chern (cf. [7]), R 21 12ω
1ω2 in fact lives on M .
As a consequence of (2.35)-(2.37), we get the following corollary
Corollary 2. Let (M,F ) be a closed and oriented Landsberg surface. Then the following
equality holds[(
Vol(FinslerS1)
)2 − (2π)2]χ(M) = ∫
M
∫
SM/M
1
F 3
(
G1y
1 +G2y
2
)
P 11 11ω
1ω2ω3.(2.38)
Moreover, when (M,F ) is Berwald, one has Vol(FinslerS1) = 2π or χ(M) = 0.
In fact, by the Szabo´’s rigidity theorem (cf. [2], p.278) that any Berwald surfaces must be
locally Minkowskian or Riemannian, and a closed locally Minkowskian surface has zero Euler
number, one also gets easily the assertion of Corollary 2 on Berwald spaces.
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3. A special case: Berwald space
In this section, we will investigate the GBC-formulae for Berwald spaces. Recall that a
Finsler manifold (M,F ) is a Berwald manifold if and only if the Chern-Minkowski curvature
P of the Chern connection ∇Ch vanishes. Moreover, for a Berwald space (M,F ), the Chern
connection ∇Ch on π∗TM is actually defined over the whole total space TM , not only TMo.
In fact, now the Chern connection is the pull back of the Levi-Civita connection on TM →M
for some Riemannian metric gTM on M (cf. Ch. 10 in [2] for more details).
3.1. A Finslerian GBC-formula for Berwald spaces. Note that when the Chern-Minkowski
curvature P vanishes, that is, (M,F ) a Berwald space, the theorem 1 becomes very simple,
from which we deduce the following Finslerian GBC-formula for Berwald spaces easily.
Theorem 3. Let (M,F ) be a closed and oriented Berwald space of dimension 2n. Then one
has,
χ(M) =
(−1
2π
)n 1
Vol(S2n−1)
∫
M
∫
SM/M
Pf(R̂Ch)ω2n1 · · ·ω2n2n−1,(3.1)
where ω2n1 · · ·ω2n2n−1 gives the volume form of the fibre when restricting to a fibre of SM .
Proof. Since the Chern-Minkowski curvature P vanishes for Berwald spaces, then form Theorem
1 we get
χ(M) =
1
(2π)2n(2n)!
∫
SM
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2n−1(R♮)n
]
.
Hence, under the special gF -orthonormal frames {e1, · · · , e2n} of π∗TM with e2n = e, we have
χ(M) =
1
(2π)2n(2n)!
∫
SM
trs
[
c(e)c(∇Che)2n−1(R♮)n
]
=
1
(2π)2n(2n)!
∫
SM
trs
c(e2n)(2n−1∑
γ=1
ωγ2nc(eγ))
2n−1(R♮)n

= − 1
(2π)2n(2n)22n
∫
SM
trs
[
ω12n · · ·ω2n−12n c(e1) · · · c(e2n)(R̂bacˆ(ea)cˆ(eb))n
]
=
1
(2π)2n(2n)22n
∫
SM
ǫa1,...,a2nR̂
a2
a1 · · · R̂a2na2n−1ω2n1 · · ·ω2n2n−1
trs [c(e1) · · · c(e2n)cˆ(e1) · · · cˆ(e2n)]
=
(−1)n
(2π)2n(2n)
∫
SM
ǫa1,...,a2nR̂
a2
a1 · · · R̂a2na2n−1ω2n1 · · ·ω2n2n−1
=
(−1)n(n− 1)!
2n+1π2n
∫
SM
Pf(R̂Ch)ω2n1 · · ·ω2n2n−1
=
(−1
2π
)n 1
Vol(S2n−1)
∫
M
∫
SM/M
Pf(R̂Ch)ω2n1 · · ·ω2n2n−1.

Remark 3. One should notice that in (3.1), the date R̂Ch, defined by (2.9), is the skew-
symmetrization of RCh with respect to gF . Hence the differential form Pf(R̂
Ch) is dependent
on the vertical coordinates yi. However, if the Finsler metric F is induced by a Riemannian
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metric gTM on M , then M itself is a Riemannian manifold. In this case, Pf(R̂Ch) is exactly
the Pfaffian Pf(RTM ) defined by (0.2), which is constant along fibres of SM , and therefore, we
recover Chern’s formula (0.1) from the formula (3.1) easily.
3.2. A Bao-Chern type GBC-formulae for Berwald spaces. In this subsection, inspired
by an idea from Weiping Zhang, we will work out a Bao-Chern type GBC-formula for Berwald
spaces. Let (M,F ) be a closed and oriented Finsler manifold. Let X be a vector field on M
with isolated zero set Z(X). Define [X] by [X]x = Xx/F (x,X) for any x ∈ M \ Z(X). For
sufficiently small ǫ > 0, let Zǫ(X) be the open ǫ-neighborhood of Z(X) in M with respect to
the Finsler metric F , and set Mǫ =M \Zǫ(X). Then [X] determines a pull-back section [̂X] of
π∗TM → TMǫ. Now consider the following family of superconnections on Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)→ TMǫ
for any t ∈ [0, 1]:
A˜ρ,T,t = ∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ )− tT cg˜F ([̂X]) = ∇˜Λ
∗(π∗T ∗M)
ρ + Tcg˜F
(
Yˆ − t[̂X]
)
.(3.2)
Clearly, A˜ρ,T,0 is the extended Chern connection defined in the previous section, and for A˜ρ,T,1,
we have the following localization formula for any Finsler manifold.
Lemma 2.
(3.3) lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp A˜2ρ,T,1
]
= (−2π)n
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗Pf(R̂Ch).
Proof. It is clear that∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − [̂X])
)2]
=
∫
Mǫ
∫
TMǫ/Mǫ
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2trs
[
exp
(
R˜♮ρ + T [∇˜Λ
∗(π∗T ∗M)
ρ , cg˜F (Yˆ − [̂X])]
)]
,
(3.4)
where |Yˆ − [̂X]|2 = g˜F (Yˆ − [̂X], Yˆ − [̂X]), and R˜ρ = ∇˜2ρ.
Note that the zero set of the section Yˆ − [̂X] in TMǫ is exactly [X](Mǫ). For a fixed δ > 0,
let Bδ([X](Mǫ)) be the open δ-tube neighborhood of [X](Mǫ) in TMǫ. So when δ is small
enough, one has ∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ = ∇Ch,♮ and g˜F = gF on Bδ([X](Mǫ)). Now by the exponential
decay property of the integral in (3.4) along fibres as T → +∞, we have
lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − [̂X])
)2]
=
∫
[X](Mǫ)
lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](Mǫ))/[X](Mǫ)
e−T
2|Yˆ−[Xˆ]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
RCh,♮+T [∇Ch,♮, cgF (Yˆ − [̂X])]
)]}(4n)
.
(3.5)
Note that near each x ∈Mǫ, we have from (2.2) and (2.23)[
∇Ch,♮, cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)]
=
[
dTM +̟♮, cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)]
(3.6)
=(dTMgij)dxˆ
j ∧+
[
−̟lkdxˆk ∧ i ∂
∂xˆl
, gikdxˆ
k ∧ −i ∂
∂xˆi
]
=(gik̟
k
j + gjk̟
k
i + 2F
−1Aijkδy
k)dxˆj ∧ −
(
gil̟
l
kdxˆ
k ∧+̟ki i ∂
∂xˆk
)
=̟ji cgF
(
∂
∂xˆj
)
+ 2F−1Aijkδy
kdxˆj ∧ .
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Write [X] = [X]i ∂
∂xi
near x and so Yˆ − [̂X] = (yi − [X]i) ∂
∂xˆi
on Bδ([X](x)). Then from (2.4)
and (3.6), we get
[∇Ch,♮, cgF (Yˆ − [̂X])] =
[
∇Ch,♮, (yi − [X]i)cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)]
(3.7)
=dTM (yi − [X]i)cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ (yi − [X]i)
[
∇Ch,♮, cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)]
=dTM (yi − [X]i)cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ (yi − [X]i)̟ji cgF
(
∂
∂xˆj
)
+ 2(yi − [X]i)F−1Aijkδykdxˆj∧
=δyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
− (∇Ch [̂X])icgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ 2(yi − [X]i)F−1Aijkδykdxˆj∧,
where ∇Ch [̂X] = (∇Ch [̂X])i ∂
∂xˆi
denotes the covariant differential of the section [̂X]. Moreover,
from (2.3), one sees that (∇Ch [̂X])i = d[X]i+[X]j̟ij are purely horizontal one forms. By (3.7)
and yiAijk ≡ 0, we obtain
lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
RCh,♮ + T [∇Ch,♮, cgF (Yˆ − [̂X])]
)]}(4n)
(3.8)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮ + P ♮ + TδyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
−T (∇Ch[̂X])icgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
− 2T [X]iF−1Aijkδykdxˆj∧
)]}(4n)
.
Note that for any bounded smooth function f on TxM , one has easily
lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2f(Y )T 2n
√
det(gij)dy
1 ∧ · · · ∧ dy2n = πnf([X](x)).(3.9)
From (3.8), (3.9) and ([X]|x)iAijk([X]x) = 0, one sees easily that the term 2T [X]iF−1Aijkδykdxˆj∧
has no contribution to the final result of (3.8).
Note that
(3.10) P˜ := (
∑
k,l
P ji kldx
k ∧ (∇Ch[X])l)
gives a well-defined endomorphism P˜ on π∗TM → M \ Z(X), and by (1.4), its lifting P˜ ♮ on
Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)→M \ Z(X) is given by
(3.11) P˜ ♮ = −
∑
i,j
P ji kldx
k ∧ (∇Ch[X])ldxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
=: −
∑
i,j
P jil(∇Ch[X])ldxˆi ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj
.
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Therefore, the right hand side of equation (3.8) becomes
lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮
)
exp
(
P ♮
)
exp
(
−T (∇Ch[X])icgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))(3.12)
exp
(
TδyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))]}(4n)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮
)
exp
(
P ♮
) 2n∏
i=1
(
1− T (∇Ch[X])icgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))
2n∏
i=1
(
1 + TδyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))]}(4n)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
trs
exp(R♮) 2n∑
k=0
exp
(
P ♮
) ∑
1≤i1<···<ik≤2n
(−1)kT 2n(∇Ch[X])i1
·cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi1
)
· · · (∇Ch[X])ikcgF
(
∂
∂xˆik
)
δyik+1cgF
(
∂
∂xˆik+1
)
· · · δyi2ncgF
(
∂
∂xˆi2n
)]}(4n)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
trs
exp(R♮) 2n∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
∑
j1...j2k
P j2j1s1δy
s1 · · ·P j2kj2k−1skδysk
dxˆj1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj2
· · · dxˆj2k−1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
j2k
) ∑
1≤i1<···<ik≤2n
(−1)kT 2n(∇Ch[X])i1cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi1
)
· · · (∇Ch[X])ikcgF
(
∂
∂xˆik
)
δyik+1cgF
(
∂
∂xˆik+1
)
· · · δyi2ncgF
(
∂
∂xˆi2n
))]}(4n)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
trs
exp(R♮)
 2n∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
∑
j1...j2k
P j2j1s1(∇Ch[X])s1 · · ·P
j2k
j2k−1sk
(∇Ch[X])skdxˆj1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆj2
· · · dxˆj2k−1 ∧ i ∂
∂xˆ
j2k
)
· T 2nδy1cgF
(
∂
∂xˆ1
)
· · · δy2ncgF
(
∂
∂xˆ2n
)]}(4n)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮
)
exp
(
P˜ ♮
)
exp
(
TdyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))]}(4n)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮ + P˜ ♮
)
exp
(
TdyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))]}(4n)
.
Now we will use the special gF -orthonormal frame field {e1, . . . , e2n}. Let {ω1, . . . , ω2n} be its
dual frame field. Set
(3.13) ea = u
j
a
∂
∂xˆj
,
∂
∂xˆi
= vai ea.
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Then we have
(3.14) gij =
2n∑
a=1
vai v
a
j , cgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
= vai c(ea).
Set
(3.15) (R♮ + P˜ ♮)ωa = −Ω˜abωb.
By (2.10), (3.9) and (3.13)-(3.15), we have
lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮ + P˜ ♮
)
exp
(
TdyicgF
(
∂
∂xˆi
))]}(4n)
(3.16)
= lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮ + P˜ ♮
)
exp
(
Tdyivai cgF (ea)
)]}(4n)
=
(−1)n
n!
lim
T→∞
∫
Bδ([X](x))
e−T
2|Yˆ−[̂X]|2 det(vai )
∑
ǫa1...a2nΩ˜
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ω˜a2na2n−1
· T 2ndy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dy2n
=
(−1)nπn
n!
∑
ǫa1...a2nΩ˜
a2
a1([X](x)) ∧ · · · ∧ Ω˜a2na2n−1([X](x)).
Since the map [X] :M \Z(X)→ TM is given by [X](x) = (x, [X]) for any x ∈M \Z(X). We
have
[X]∗
∂
∂xi
=
∂
∂xi
+
∂[X]j
∂xi
∂
∂yj
,
and then
[X]∗δyi =[X]∗(dyi + yjΓijkdx
k) =
∂[X]i
∂xj
dxj + [X]j(Γijk ◦ [X])dxk
=d[X]i + [X]j([X]∗̟ij) = [X]
∗(∇Ch [̂X])i.
(3.17)
By (2.8), (3.10), (3.11), (3.15) and (3.17), we have
(3.18) [X]∗Ωab = [X]
∗Ω˜ab .
From (2.10), (3.5), (3.8), (3.11), (3.12), (3.16) and (3.18), we obtain
lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗TM)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − [̂X])
)2]
=
(−1)nπn
n!
∫
[X](Mǫ)
∑
ǫa1...a2nΩ˜
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ω˜a2na2n−1
=
(−1)nπn
n!
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗
∑
ǫa1...a2nΩ˜
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ω˜a2na2n−1
=
(−1)nπn
n!
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗
∑
ǫa1...a2nΩ
a2
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ωa2na2n−1
=(−2π)n
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗Pf(R̂Ch).
Thus (3.3) holds. 
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We will simply denote limǫ→0
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗Pf(R̂Ch) by
∫
M [X]
∗Pf(R̂Ch). Now we state the follow-
ing Bao-Chern type GBC-formulae for Berwald spaces.
Theorem 4. Let (M,F ) be a closed and oriented Berwald manifold of dimension 2n. Let X
be a vector field on M with the isolated zero points. Then(−1
2π
)n ∫
M
[X]∗Pf(R̂Ch) = χ(M).
Proof. For the family of superconnections defined by (3.2), we have the following transgression
formula
lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp A˜2ρ,T,1
]
− lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp A˜2ρ,T,0
](3.19)
= lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
trs
[
exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − [̂X])
)2]
− trs
[
exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ )
)2]
=− lim
T→∞
∫
TMǫ
dTM
∫ 1
0
trs
[
Tcg˜F ([̂X]) exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − t[̂X])
)2]
dt
= lim
T→∞
∫
TM |∂Zǫ(X)
∫ 1
0
trs
[
Tcg˜F ([̂X]) exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − t[̂X])
)2]
dt.
Now we need to deal with the last equality in (3.19) for Berwald spaces. Note that for Berwald
spaces, the Chern connection ∇Ch is the pull-back of the Levi-Civita connection for some a
Riemannian metric gTM on TM . So the connection components ̟ji of ∇Ch with respect to a
pull-back frame {∂/∂xˆi} are now defined over the whole space TM and independent on the
vertical variable y, and
(3.20) dgTMij = g
TM
ik ̟
k
j + g
TM
jk ̟
k
i .
In this case, we define
(3.21) ∇˜ρ = ∇Ch, g˜F = (1− ρ)gF + ρgTM .
From (2.2), (2.23), (3.20) and (3.21), we have
[∇Ch,♮, cg˜F (Yˆ − t[̂X])] =
[
∇Ch,♮, (yi − t[X]i)cg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)]
(3.22)
=dTM (yi − t[X]i)cg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ (yi − t[X]i)̟ji cg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ dTMρ(yi − t[X]i)(gTMij − gij)dxˆj ∧+2(1− ρ)F−1(yi − t[X]i)Aijkδykdxˆj∧
=δyicg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
− t(∇Ch[X])icg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ (yi − t[X]i)(gTMij − gij)dTMρdxˆj ∧ −2t(1− ρ)F−1[X]iAijkδykdxˆj ∧ .
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By (3.9), (3.21) and (3.22), we get
lim
T→∞
∫
TxM
∫ 1
0
{
trs
[
Tcg˜F ([̂X]) exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − t[̂X])
)2]}(4n−1)
dt
(3.23)
=
∫ 1
0
lim
T→∞
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Yˆ−t[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
Tcg˜F ([̂X]) exp
(
RCh,♮ + T [∇Ch,♮, cg˜F (Yˆ − t[̂X])]
)]}(4n−1)
dt
=
∫ 1
0
lim
T→∞
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Yˆ−t[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
T [X]icg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
exp
(
RCh,♮ − t(∇Ch[X])icg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+Tδyicg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
+ T (yi − t[X]i)(gTMij − gij)dTMρdxˆj∧
)]}(4n−1)
dt
=
∫ 1
0
lim
T→∞
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Yˆ−t[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
T [X]icg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
)
exp
(
RCh,♮ − t(∇Ch[X])icg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
))
·
2n∏
i=1
(
1 + Tδyicg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
))
· T (yi − t[X]i)(gTMip − gip)dTMρ
·1
2
g˜pj
(
cˆg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆj
)
+ cg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆj
))]}(4n−1)
dt.
Note that we can and will choose ρ(x, Y ) = f(F (x, Y )) for any nonnegative function f(t) on
[0,+∞) such that 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 with f ≡ 1 for t ≤ 14 and f ≡ 0 for t ≥ 12 . Since δδxiF = 0, we
have
(3.24) dTMρ = f ′dF = f ′
(
δF
δxi
dxi +
∂F
∂yi
δyi
)
= f ′Fyiδy
i.
Since P = 0 and RCh = R for Berwald spaces, and by (3.24), the right hand side of (3.23)
equals to∫ 1
0
lim
T→∞
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Yˆ−t[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
exp
(
R♮ − t(∇Ch[X])icg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆi
))
(3.25)
· T 2n
2n∑
i=1
(−1)n+i−1[X]iδy1 · · · δ̂yi · · · δy2ncg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆ1
)
· · · cg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆ2n
)
·1
2
T (yi − t[X]i)(gTMip − gip)g˜pjf ′Fysδyscˆg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆj
)]}(4n−1)
dt
=
∫ 1
0
lim
T→∞
∫
TxM
e−T
2|Yˆ−t[̂X]|2
{
trs
[
1
2
T (yi − t[X]i)(gTMip − gip)g˜pjf ′Fys [X]scˆg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆj
)
· exp
(
R♮
)
· T 2nδy1 · · · δy2ncg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆ1
)
· · · cg˜F
(
∂
∂xˆ2n
)]}(4n−1)
dt
=0.
Notice that ∂Zǫ(X) is 4n − 1 dimension, by (3.23) and (3.25), we obtain
lim
T→∞
∫
TM |∂Zǫ(X)
∫ 1
0
trs
[
Tcg˜F ([̂X]) exp
(
∇˜Λ∗(π∗T ∗M)ρ + Tcg˜F (Yˆ − t[̂X])
)2]
dt = 0.(3.26)
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Now from (3.19) and (3.26), we get
lim
T→∞
∫
T (Mǫ)
trs
[
exp A˜2ρ,T,1
]
− lim
T→∞
∫
T (Mǫ)
trs
[
exp A˜2ρ,T,0
]
= 0.(3.27)
Finally, by (2.14), (3.3) and (3.27), we have(−1
2π
)n ∫
M
[X]∗Pf(R̂Ch) =
(−1
2π
)n
lim
ǫ→0
∫
Mǫ
[X]∗Pf(R̂Ch) = χ(M).

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